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The SembCorp Marine Group has a comprehensive set

of technical capabilities to support its corporate vision.

The Group’s capabilities are based on its investments

in research and technology in a commitment to provide

competitive, high quality, safe and on-time results to

customers. Living up to its core value of ‘Innovativeness’,

the Group promotes innovation through various different

platforms like the IDEA Award, Safety Innovation Teams

Award in order to ensure continuous improvement

and to stay relevant and ahead in this fast pace

competitive global arena.

IDEA Awards for Group Innovations

Two teams from Jurong Shipyard were honoured at the

IDEA (Innovate, Discover, Engineer and Achieve) Awards

in 2005.

The DOME team from the Piping and Outfitting Section

bagged grand honours for its ‘Portable Valve Grinding

Machine’. In the past, most valves had to be overhauled

by machines in the workshop as manual filing using

grinding paste and sand paper was too laborious and

time-consuming. The process of transporting the valves

from vessel to shore via cranes also posed safety hazards

to workers. With the user-friendly portable valve grinding

device, workers had the flexibility of performing

overhauling on the spot onboard the vessel without

having to remove valves from the pipeline. Only three

to five minutes were needed to complete one-side

grinding with greater precision and with fewer safety

hazards. These advantages resulted in a significant

reduction of process down-time and substantial cost-

savings of about 70 per cent.

Also recognised at the Awards, the ‘iTrack System’

jointly developed by Management Information Systems

and Human Resource, receive the merit award.

The system, which worked via

handheld devices, enabled

effective access control and

tracking of manpower, leading to

improved productivity and

manpower savings. It comprised

a SMART Check System for faster

security clearance of workers

boarding vessels, saving 4.5 hours

a day in the process and annual

manpower costs of about $43,

200. It also included a Guard

Patrol System for data speed and

accuracy from security personnel

on patrols and a SMART Time Plus

System for the efficient recording

and transmission of employee

attendance details on the central

database server.

RESEARCH, INNOVATION & TECHNOLOGY

“For we are living in exciting times in Asia. The economic centre of

gravity is shifting from West to East. This could be Asia's Century.

No doubt there are serious challenges. But I believe if we are innovative,

realistic and skilful, we can overcome them. And together ride the

Asian wave to prosperity.”

Mr Goh Chok Tong

Senior Minister

29 November 2005

Portable valve grinding machine Viewing of exhibits
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The Gen-2 team from Sembawang Shipyard's Pipe and

Boiler Department was the Grand Winner at IDEA Awards

2005. Their submission, 'Handy Safe Device', offers a

quick, efficient and safe way to lift and align a wide

range of pipes and flanges. This simple device eliminates

hand and foot injuries due to lifting and shifting of pipes,

and improves the overall safety condition in the

workplace.

The IDEA Awards were organised by SembCorp Marine’s

parent company SembCorp Industries. Each year, the

Award recognises outstanding innovations in the Group’s

businesses that have applied creativity and innovation

for significant business performance improvement.

SIT Silver for Emergency Signalling
System

The National Safety Innovation Teams (SIT)

Convention conferred the Silver award to Jurong

Shipyard’s S.T.E.P. team for its ‘Emergency Signalling

System’. The Convention was organised by the Ministry

of Manpower and the National Trade Union Congress

to recognise new and creative solutions that kept

workers safe and healthy at work or that generated cost

savings for the company.

The emergency signalling system addressed the

problem of personnel working in tanks or confined

spaces who had limited ability to hear and respond to

emergency sirens located above deck. They also had

difficulty alerting safety personnel should an incident

occur in their remote locations. The system placed alert

switches and sirens in the remote locations, which were

wirelessly connected to a portable receiver. Safety

personnel would thus be able to pinpoint the incident

location accurately. As a result, the new system could

accelerate emergency and evacuation procedures and

speed up response time by up to 50 per cent, thus

improving safety within the yard.

Most notable among its achievements, Jurong Shipyard

had developed the Innovation Management System

Flow to ensure that excellent innovative ideas generated

from a variety of sources would be passed through a

systematic step-by-step process for evaluation, design,

prototyping, testing and implementation. The system

was holistic in creating the conditions, culture,

competencies and connectivity for sustaining innovation

from diverse ideas which could come from management,

employees, suppliers and stakeholders.

Since its implementation, the system had seen innovative

ideas such as the ‘Load-Out and Mating-in-Dock’ method

of assembling fifth-generation semi-submersibles, which

is in the process of being patented. Other ideas included

a dust purifier that minimised the spread of dust during

tank blasting, a wireless working lamp that eliminated

electrocution hazards, as well as the latest emergency

signalling system.

Innovation Exchange Platforms

Several supporting initiatives were established to

help promote innovation ideas and creativity

among employees. For example, the Group’s Local

Industries Upgrading Programme team would meet

regularly to discuss issues related to the marine industry’s

development. Members of the team would brainstorm

innovative solutions to improve the industries’ efficiency,

reliability and international competitiveness.

Jurong Shipyard also developed an innovation IT portal

as an interactive system for staff to gather and share

information on innovation via the intranet. Besides

serving as an informative tool on innovation, the portal

would be refined in the future to provide a platform for

the continuous and vibrant exchange of ideas and views

among employees.

Emergency signalling systemHandy safe device

Innovative tube cutterVersatile flaring device

Employees explaining
the exhibits on display




